We are proudly presenting our most innovative & wide range catalogue of Motorbike Clothing, Gloves, and relevant accessories for those who yearn for quality and protection but still thrifty. For nearly 27 years, we have been enthusiastically & dynamically serving our worthy patrons and have acclaimed a resonant recognition. Our determined R&D team is working untiringly to fetch most latest and distinctive materials which can ensure an absolute safety, comfort and pleasure to the user.

In addition, our in-house Tannery, ISO 9001-2008 & CE certification and meticulous attention to quality control, allows us to extend customer’s expectations with their complete satisfaction. We are looking forward to the opportunity to demonstrate our Design Superiority, Excellent Services and Quality for the establishment of reliable and long-term business relationship with your esteemed company.
SSJ-5050

OUTER SHELL:
Goat Rubbo Buff 1.1

LINING:
Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm Micro Mesh
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back
SSJ-5051

OUTER SHELL:
Goat water repellent 0.7/0.8
Quilt padding shoulder
Wax two tone effect

LINING:
100% polyester
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back
SSJ-5052
OUTER SHELL: Cow Natural 1.1
LINING: Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm Micro Mesh
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back

SSJ-5053
OUTER SHELL: Cow Natural 1.1
LINING: Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm Micro Mesh
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back
**SSJ-5054**

OUTER SHELL: Buffalo Oily 1.1

LINING:
- Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
- Micro Mesh
- CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back

**SSJ-5001**

OUTER SHELL: COW MILD BLACK 0.7/0.8

LINING:
- DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
- MICRO MESH
- CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5003
OUTER SHELL:
COW MILD BLACK 0.7/0.8
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILTED 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5020
OUTER SHELL:
COW MILD PLATED BLACK 0.7/0.8
LINING:
DIAMOND QUILTED 75 GRM
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5005
OUTER SHELL:
COW MILD BLACK 0.7/0.8
LINING:
100% polyester

SSJ-5055
OUTER SHELL:
Buffalo Buff
LINING:
Check lining with multi shades
SSJ-5056
OUTER SHELL: Buffalo Cracker 1.1
LINING: Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow / Back

SSJ-5057
OUTER SHELL: Buffalo Cracker 1.1
LINING: Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
CE approved protection Shoulder / Elbow
SSJ-5004
OUTER SHELL:
COW MILD BLACK 0.7/0.8
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5021
OUTER SHELL:
COW MILD PLATED BLACK 0.7/0.8
LINING:
MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
**SSJ-5058**
OUTER SHELL: Cow natural 1.1
LINING: 100% polyester

**SSJ-5059**
OUTER SHELL: Cow Mild 1.1
carolina mesh
100% polyester Fabric 600 D
LINING: Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm water proof Def teta
Micro mesh
CE approved protection
SSJ-5022
OUTER SHELL:
NYLON 500D
AIR VENTS
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5023
OUTER SHELL:
NYLON 500D
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5060

OUTER SHELL:
Cordura 100% 230 G/m 1/1 Canvas
Heat Reflecting

LINING:
Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with
75 Gsm
Waterproof Reissa
Micro mesh
CE approved protection
**SSJ-5006**

**OUTER SHELL:**
CODURA 600D
AIR VENTS
HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING

**LINING:**
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROOF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

**SSJ-5007**

**OUTER SHELL:**
CODURA 600D
MESH HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING

**LINING:**
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROOF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS (THREE SESSION)
SSJ-5024
OUTER SHELL: NYLON 500D
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5008
OUTER SHELL: CODURA 600D
AIR VENTS
HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
DETACHABLE WATER PROOF
REISSA, MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5025
OUTER SHELL:
OXFORS CODURA 3000
LINING:
MICRO MESH
REISSA, MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5026
OUTER SHELL:
NYLON 500D
LINING:
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
MICRO MESH
WATER PROF REISSA
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5061

OUTER SHELL:
- Denim fabric
- Caroline mesh
- Reflector sticker

LINING:
- Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
- Waterproof Reissa Micro mesh
- CE approved protection
SSJ-5062

OUTER SHELL:
Waxy waterproof fabric

LINING:
Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Gm
waterproof Reissa
CE approved protection
SSJ-5063
OUTER SHELL:
Cordura 100% 230 G/m 1/1 Canvas
Heat Reflector
LINING:
Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 G/m
waterproof Reissa
Micro mesh
CE approved protection

SSJ-5064
OUTER SHELL:
Korean Nylon, Caroline Mesh
Heat Reflector, heat Vinyl
LINING:
Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 G/m
Detachable waterproof Reissa
Micro mesh
CE approved protection
SSJ-5065
OUTER SHELL:
Eva padding
Caroline mesh
Air Vent
LINING:
Detachable Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
water proof Reissa
Micro mesh
CE approved protection

SSJ-5066
OUTER SHELL:
Camouflage Rib stop
Artificial leather
Rib 2x2
LINING:
Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
CE approved protection
**SSJ-5009**

**OUTER SHELL:**
CODURA 600D
HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING

**LINING:**
MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
(THREE SESSION)

**SSJ-5010**

**OUTER SHELL:**
CODURA 600D (KOREAN)
AIR VENTS
HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING

**LINING:**
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
WATER PROOF REISSA
MICRO MESH
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS (TPU)
SSJ-5027
OUTER SHELL: CANVAS
LINING: DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM MICRO MESH WATER PROOF REISSA CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

SSJ-5014
OUTER SHELL: CODURA 600D AIR VENTS
LINING: DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM MICRO MESH CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5068

OUTER SHELL:
Camouflage Rib stop

LINING:
Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
water proof Reissa
CE approved protection

SSJ-5069

OUTER SHELL:
Cordura 100% 230 G/m 1/1 Canvas
Rib stop fabric
four way water proof
hard Grip

LINING:
Diamond Lazer Quilt with 75 Grm
water proof Reissa
Micro mesh
CE approved protection
**SSJ-5015**

**OUTER SHELL:** CODURA 600D
**AIR VENTS**
**LINING:**
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
WATER PROOF REISSA
MICRO MESH
TEMPERA FOAM
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS

**SSJ-5016**

**OUTER SHELL:** CODURA 600D
**AIR VENTS**
**HEAT REFLECTING PRINTING**
**LINING:**
DETACHABLE DIAMOND QUILT 75 GRM
WATER PROOF REISSA
MICRO MESH
TEMPERA FOAM
CE APPROVED PROTECTORS
SSJ-5070
water proof Deffleta Fluorescent
water proof Deffleta black
Heat Reflector

SSJ-5071
COOL MAX
“Committed to Excellence”
MOTOR BIKE SUMMER GLOVES

MBSG 0786-0005

MBSG 0786-0006

MBSG 0786-0007
MOTOR BIKE SUMMER GLOVES

MBSG 0786-0014

MBSG 0786-0015

MBSG 0786-0016

WWW.JAFFSON.COM
MOTOR BIKE SUMMER GLOVES

MBSG 0786-0017

MBSG 0786-0018

MBSG 0786-0019
MOTOR BIKE SUMMER GLOVES

MBSG 0786-0020

LADIES

MBSG 0786-0021
MOTOR BIKE WINTER GLOVES

MBSG 9999-0101

MBSG 9999-0102

MBSG 9999-0103

WWW.JAFFSON.COM
MOTOR BIKE WINTER GLOVES

MBSG 9999-0104

MBSG 9999-0105

MBSG 9999-01106